Study objective-Resource allocations from the central government to the English health regions are determined by population levels adjusted by relative standardised mortality ratios (SMRs). The White Paper Workingfor Patients proposes that allocations should in future be based on capitation adjusted by some other measures of health. The aim of this paper was to investigate the effect of using morbidity data in the weighting algorithm instead ofrelative SMRs.
The White Paper Working for Patients proposes that the use of the present RAWP (Resource Allocation Working Party) formula for allocating resources from Central Government to English Health Regions should be discontinued. Instead, allocations should be based on capitation weighted for health and age distributions.'
The choice of alternative measurements of "need"-whether based on mortality (standardised mortality ratios), on morbidity, or on something else-will be crucial in determining resource allocations to budget holders, in the hospital and primary care sectors, following the implementing of the NHS Review. This paper investigates the effects of using morbidity data on the regional distribution of illness in England derived from the Health and Lifestyle Survey2 on the distribution of hospital resources.
The background to the analysis reported below is that the relative ranking of the regions in terms of these (SMR) levels has changed little since the RAWP formula was introduced (See Table I ).
This means that the relative rankings of the "targets" for resource allocation have not changed significantly.
The Resource Allocation Working Party decided to use mortality measures, arguing that relative mortality was probably a good proxy for relative morbidity. This has been disputed subsequently many times: for example, one of the current authors has shown how the correlation between the rates of both permanent and temporary sickness with mortality was quite low.3 The RAWP team did explore the possibility of using morbidity but argued that there were no appropriate data available. In particular, they argued that the General Household Survey data were inappropriate because "the nature of the sampling frame does not permit compilation of statistics in terms of NHS boundaries".4
A more serious objection might be that even with large samples, the number of responses would be insufficient to produce precise estimates. While this is an important consideration for subregional RAWP-for which precise estimates for each district health authority would be required-it is less serious when considering the application of the RAWP formula to allocations from the Centre to the regional health authorities. With a 1000 interviews per region and a population reporting, for instance, 20% long standing illness, or some similar measure, the standard error of a simple random sample would be less than 10% ( If using SMRS the dispersion for males is from 89 to 114 (a variation of 280h) and for females from 89 to 112 (a variation of only 260°); using these morbidity rates, the variation for males is from 23 8 to 37 1 (a variation of 56o0) and for females from 24 90, to 32 9 (a variation of 320 '). There is a larger dispersion using morbidity than mortality data, especially for males.
In 
